
 
Board   of   Directors  
 
Donald   Lobo   (Board   chair   and   current   donor)  
1st   engineer   at   Yahoo!,   Founder   of   CiviCRM,   The   Chintu   Gudiya   Foundation   and   Tech4Dev   India  

  
Lobo   moved   to   the   US   in   the   early   1990s   to   pursue   a   postgraduate   degree  
in   computer   science.   He   subsequently   joined   Yahoo’s   founding   team   as   the  
4th   employee   of   the   organization.   He   also   started   The   Chintu   Gudiya  
Foundation,   a   private   foundation   with   an   emphasis   on   helping  
organizations   on   the   ground   in   the   social   sector   in   India.   Lobo   was   the  
co-founder   and   lead   developer   of   CiviCRM,   an   organization   founded   with  
the   goal   of   giving   the   sector   a   free,   libre   and   open   alternative   to   their  
software   needs.   For   his   work   on   CiviCRM,   he   was   awarded   the   Antonio  
Pizzigatti   Prize   for   Software   in   the   Public   Interest.   He   was   also   named   an  
Outstanding   Engineering   Alumni   of   The   Pennsylvania   State   University.  

 
Sneha   Sheth  
CEO   &   Co-founder,   Dost   Education  

  
Sneha   is   passionate   about   using   entrepreneurship   to   solve   educational  
inequality   in   the   world.   As   the   CEO   and   co-founder   of   Dost   Education,   an  
edtech   non-profit   that   amplifies   parent   engagement   in   early   childhood  
development,   Sneha   loves   taking   ideas   to   action.   Sneha   started   Dost   while  
completing   her   MBA   at   UC   Berkeley.   She   has   experience   designing   programs  
for   women’s   empowerment,   financial   inclusion   and   education   across   the  
world,   including   Mumbai,   Cairo   and   Nairobi.   In   previous   roles   at   Dalberg   and  
Oliver   Wyman,   she   advised   clients   like   Goldman   Sachs,   the   Gates   Foundation,  
Teach   For   India,   and   UN   Women.   Sneha   received   her   BA   at   The   University   of  
Texas   at   Austin.   She’s   a   GLG   Social   Impact   and   Mulago   Rainer   Arnhold   Fellow.  

 
David   Stiehr  
Chief   of   Staff,   Wear   +   Fit   at   Google,   Board   member   of   the   Gratitude   Network  

 
David   has   a   30-year   history   of   launching   successful   companies   including  
Heart   Technology,   Heartstream,   SURx,   &   BARRx,   among   others.    His  
experience   includes   helping   to   launch   and   build   seven   start-up   companies,  
resulting   in   five   successful   exits   including   Google’s   acquisition   of   his   most  
recent   start-up,   Eyefluence,   which   he   co-founded.    Nothing   motivates   him  
like   the   opportunity   (and   the   success)   of   changing   the   world   in   some  
way—on   a   national/global   scale.   Dave’s   non-profit   experience   stems   from  
his   role   as   VP   Marketing   at    Opportunity   International,   one   of   the   world’s  
largest   microfinance   organizations   serving   over   1   million   loan   clients   in   26  
countries,   providing   ~   $500   million   in   loans,   banking,   insurance   and   other  

financial   services   in   Africa,   Asia,   Eastern   Europe   and   Latin   America.    Dave   has   a   degree   from   Purdue  
U.   in   ME.  
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Sidharth   Kakkar   
CEO   &   Co-founder   Freckle   Education   (recently   acquired   by   Renaissance   Learning)  

 
Sidharth   founded   Freckle   Education,   an   edtech   company   that   offers   online  
lessons,   exercises   and   assessments   for   math,   English   language   arts,   social  
studies   and   science.   Founded   in   2013   and   formerly   known   as   Front   Row  
Education,   more   than   700,000   teachers   and   10   million   students   have   used  
the   platform   across   75,000   schools.   Sidharth   excels   at   scaling   teams   and  
building   impactful   edtech   products.   Sidharth   completed   his   MBA   at  
Northwestern   University’s   Kellogg   School   of   Management   and   his   Bachelors  
in   Computer   Science   at   Carnegie   Mellon.  
 
 

Dost   Strategic   Advisory   Board  
Advisors   conduct   bi-annual   meetings   or   more   with   the   CEO   to   review   and   guide   Dost’s   overall   strategy   and  
organizational   development.  
 
Neera   Nundy  
Partner   and   Co-founder,   Dasra  
 
As   co-founder   or   India’s   leading   strategic   philanthropy   organization   --   Dasra   --   Neera   plays   a   leading  
role   in   bringing   leadership,   managerial   skills,   knowledge   and   critical   analysis   driving   collaborative  
action   to   accelerate   social   change   in   India.   She   has   supported   the   analysis   of   over   68   Dasra   sector  
reports   in   education,   health   and   livelihoods;   and   she   has   guided   the   assessments   of   over   2,000   non  
profits   enabling   over   $60   million   of   funding   for   hundreds   of   social   enterprise   philanthropists   and  
corporates.   Neera   holds   an   MBA   from   the   Harvard   Business   School.   She   is   an   Indian   Leadership  
Initiative   Fellow   with   the   Aspen   Institute   and   was   an   elected   executive   committee   member   of   the  
Aspen   Network   of   Development   Entrepreneurs.   She   is   a   recipient   of   the   Canadian   Governor  
General’s   Medallion   for   her   dedication   to   addressing   the   persistent   challenges   of   poverty   in   India  
and   has   also   been   awarded   the   Forbes   Philanthropy   Award   in   the   “Crossover   Leaders”   category   for  
2014.   
 
 
Radhika   Malpani  
Google   veteran;   headed   Google   Travel   Search;   active   board   member   for   other   tech   nonprofits  
 
Starting   with   leading   the   Ads   team   in   2000,   Radhika   went   on   to   work   on   core   websearch,   and   then  
founded   and   lead   Google   Images   for   several   years.   She   then   went   on   to   build   Google   Travel   Search  
to   help   users   with   their   travel   planning   needs.   An   alumnus   of   the   University   of   California,   Berkeley,  
Radhika   has   worked   at   Google   since   2000   and   before   that   at   some   of   the   leading   technology   firms  
like   Hewlett   Packard   Labs   and   Siemens.  
 
Radhika   is   very   interested   in   technology   and   in   the   convergence   of   technology   and   social   impact.  
She   is   particularly   interested   in   girls   education,   rural   development,   global   health   and   the  
environment.   In   addition   to   advising   startups,   and   working   with   young   non-profits   like  
BetterworldEd,   she   is   on   the   boards   of   Nexleaf,   Educate!,   and   was   a   founding   member   of  
Progressive   Women   of   Silicon   Valley,   an   organization   committed   to   promoting   women   in   politics.  
 
Tim   Brady   (donor   in   prior   years)  
Partner,   Y   Combinator   and   Imagine   K-12  
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Tim   is   a   partner   at   Y   Combinator   and   the   co-founder   of   Imagine   K-12.   Prior   to   Imagine,   Tim   was   CEO  
of   QuestBridge,   an   educational   startup   company   that   helps   bright   low-income   high   school   students  
gain   admissions   and   financial   aid   to   many   of   the   nation's   best   colleges.  
Previously   to   that,   he   spent   eight   years   at   Yahoo!   Inc.   during   which   time   he   held   several   positions,  
the   last   of   which   was   as   the   company's   Chief   Product   Officer.   After   the   two   founders,   Tim   was  
Yahoo's   first   employee.  
 
He   played   a   key   role   in   successfully   managing   all   marketing,   operation   and   business   development   to  
launch   Yahoo!   commercially,   and   to   help   make   Yahoo!   into   one   of   the   most   recognized   brands   and  
successful   businesses   on   the   Internet.   He   holds   an   M.B.A.   from   Harvard   University   and   a   B.S.   degree  
in   electrical   engineering   from   Stanford   University.  
 
 
Gayatri   Nair   Lobo  
CEO,   India   School   Leadership   Institute  
 
Gayatri   is   the   CEO   of   India   School   Leadership   Institute   and   has   a   mix   of   strategy   consulting   and  
education   experience,   having   worked   most   recently   at   Dalberg   Global   Development   Advisors.   Prior  
to   Dalberg,   Gayatri   was   the   Chief   Operating   Officer   at   Teach   For   India,   and   was   part   of   the   scale   up  
of   operations   during   its   first   6   years.    Gayatri   has   a   Masters   in   Management   Studies   and   a   Bachelors  
in   Commerce   from   Mumbai   University.  
 
Gina   Sanders   (current   donor)  
Gina’s   Collective,   formerly   Conde   Nast  
 
Gina   Sanders   is   Founder   and   CEO   of   GINA’S   COLLECTIVE,   an   Advisory   providing   coaching,   connections  
and   creativity   to   tech-enabled   nonprofit   startups.   She   also   serves   as   a   Venture   Partner   at   independent  
venture   capital   firm   Advance   Venture   Partners,   a   subsidiary   of   Advance   Publications,   Inc;   as   an   Advisor   to  
Y   Combinator’s   nonprofit   startups   and   to   Condé   Nast.   A   29-year   veteran   of   Condé   Nast,   Ms.   Sanders  
previously   served   as   Vice   President   and   Publisher   of    Lucky ,   as   the   founding   Vice   President   and   Publisher  
of    Teen   Vogue ,   and   as   Vice   President   and   Publisher   of    Gourmet    and    Details .   From   2010-2014,   Ms.   Sanders  
was   President   and   Chief   Executive   Officer   of   Fairchild   Fashion   Media,   a   diversified   trade   and   consumer  
media   company.   She   led   the   company   to   high   double-digit,   bottom-line   growth   prior   to   its   sale   to   Penske  
Media   Corporation.  
 
Ms.   Sanders   currently   serves   as   an   advisor   to   four   Y-Combinator-backed   nonprofit   startups:   New   Story,  
mRelief,   Dost   Education   and   AnnieCannons.   She   graduated   Magna   Cum   Laude   from   Tufts   University,  
where   she   taught   in   2016   and   2017   as   an   instructor   at   “The   Experimental   College.”   
 
Dost   Impact   Advisory   Board  
Advisors   conduct   bi-annual   meetings   or   more   with   the   CEO   to   review   and   guide   Dost’s   product   design   and  
impact   evaluation   strategy   and   results.  
 
Dr.   Sharon   Wolf  
Assistant   Professor,   Graduate   School   of   Education,   University   of   Pennsylvania  
 
Dr.   Sharon   Wolf   is   an   applied   developmental   psychologist   who   studies   how   children's   family   and  
educational   environments   shape   their   development,   focusing   on   disadvantaged   populations   in   the  
United   States   and   in   low-income   countries.   Dr.   Wolf's   research   informs   interventions   and   tests   the  
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effectiveness   of   theoretically   informed   policy   solutions   designed   to   promote   childhood   development   and  
learning   through   randomized   field   experiments.  
 
Meera   Mani  
Director   of   the   Children,   Families,   and   Communities,   USA,   Packard   Foundation  
 
Meera   Mani   is   director   of   the   Children,   Families,   and   Communities   (CFC)   Program.   She   joined   the   Packard  
Foundation   in   February   2009   as   program   officer,   and   in   2010   assumed   responsibility   for   leading   the  
preschool,   after-school   and   summer   enrichment   subprogram   in   CFC.   Prior   to   joining   the   Foundation,  
Meera   served   as   research   director   for   Preschool   California,   where   she   monitored   and   advised   national  
and   state   research   and   evaluation   efforts,   provided   expertise   and   strategic   support   to   ensure   effective  
policy   development,   field   operations,   communications   and   messaging.  
 
Angelica   Ponguta,   MPH,   PhD  
Associate   Research   Scientist   in   the   Child   Study   Center,   Yale   University  
 
Dr.   Ponguta's   work   centers   on   the   advancement   of   Early   Childhood   Development   (ECD)   in   low   and  
middle-income   countries   with   a   focus   on   policy   research,   program   evaluation,   and   advocacy.    Dr.  
Ponguta   is   currently   working   on   the   development   of   measures   to   characterize   the   quality   of   ECD   service  
provision   in   Colombia.  
 
Yasmin   Sitabkhan  
Senior   Early   Childhood   Education   Researcher,   RTI   International  
 
Dr.   Sitabkhan   has   spent   the   past   17   years   in   the   field   of   education,   beginning   as   a   primary   school   teacher  
and   charter   school   administrator   after   which   she   transitioned   to   the   role   of   a   researcher.   Her   interests  
build   directly   on   her   experiences   as   a   classroom   teacher,   in   which   she   focuses   on   instructional   strategies  
to   connect   informal   and   formal   mathematics.   
 
Nim   Patel  
Chief   Innovation   Officer,   Bright   By   Text   
 
Nim   leads   Bright   by   Text’s   innovation   and   evaluation   work.   Bright   By   Text   provides   quality   information  
and   trusted   resources   to   over   55,000   parents   and   caregivers   of   children   prenatal   to   five.   The   messages  
are   comprised   of   research-based   content   from   Bright   by   Three   and   partners   such   as   PBS,   Vroom,   and  
Sesame   Street.  
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